Del Mar City Council Meeting Agenda
VIA TELECONFERENCE ONLY
1050 Camino del Mar, Del Mar, California

July 26, 2021 City Council Meeting

INFORMATION RECEIVED
AFTER THE COUNCIL AGENDA
WAS DISTRIBUTED
(“Red Dots”)

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lynn Gaylord <lynn@gaylordfamily.com>
Wednesday, July 21, 2021 6:39 PM
City Clerk Mail Box
Proclamation Honoring Tom McGreal

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Wait! Wait!

Dear Council Members,
No proclamation honoring Tom McGreal for his service on the Finance Committee would be complete without
recognizing also his 15 years of service as the Del Mar Foundation’s Uncle Sam in the Fourth of July Parades! Patiently
standing with hundreds of children for picture taking, not to mention his always glorious smile, Tom’s presence as Uncle
Sam will go down in history! Hopefully he will continue his service with the Foundation!
Thank you for honoring him!
Lynn and Charlie Gaylord
2820 Ocean Front
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Udo Wahn <caboandcoral@gmail.com>
Monday, July 26, 2021 9:18 AM
City Clerk Mail Box
Red Dot Presentation 2- SANDAG- 7-26-2021

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

July 26, 2021
Dear Del Mar City Council Members;
I am a Del Mar, CA resident of 38 years writing to ask the City Council’s support in upholding the CA
Coastal Act as it relates to the Del Mar coastline and fragile bluffs. Namely, protecting the coast and
assuring public access.
While it is clear that public safety is a concern for beachgoers and those on trains passing through Del
Mar along the crumbling bluffs, I feel very strongly that SANDAG is proposing unreasonable projects
on and along the base of the bluffs.
I believe that the tidal zone is a critical, sensitive ecosystem that must be left un molested except for a
few vulnerable spots. The notion that armoring the base of the bluffs from Powerhouse Park to within
Torrey Pines State Reserve is sheer madness and an assault on the environment. It must be ensured
that armoring must be temporary as we know from scientific studies that armoring results in the long
term loss of beaches.
In addition, SANDAG plans call for a hideous 6 foot chain link fence along much of the rail line that
would prohibit access to the beach below. Access that has been available to the public since the early
1900’s. These garish fences would mar what are now beautiful ocean views.
It seems that the most critical area where fencing would be useful is near the rail crossing around 15th
street where most train strikes have occurred. I would imagine that the public would quickly find a way
to breach any fencing attempt elsewhere on the bluffs. So spending millions on this leaves not only an
eyesore but a huge waste of money. Money that could be better directed to tunneling inland and getting
the tracks along with the trains off the bluffs ASAP.
It would be optimal to create at grade crossings in a couple areas that are currently frequented by the
beach going public, namely 8th street and 11th street. Such crossings are found in other communities
along the LOSSAN corridor. This could serve as mitigation for the SANDAG actions.
I respectfully request that the Council work along with The CA Coastal Commission, Surfrider
Foundation and others opposed to the SANDAG plans to block or find ways to mitigate what is a
dreadful situation that a huge majority of the Del Mar citizens and the broader beach going public
vigorously find extremely upsetting and repulsive. Allowing unbridled stabilization projects along
America’s coastlines is unacceptable and these projects set a very dangerous precedent.
Thank you,
Udo Wahn M.D.
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Stratford Court
Del Mar, CA

Aloha!
Udo Wahn M.D.
Stratford CT
Del Mar
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July 26, 2021
Delivered via email
To: Del Mar City Council
Re: Item 2 - Presentation by SANDAG on Del Mar Bluff Stabilization Project
To the members of the Del Mar City Council —

fi

fi

The Surfrider Foundation is a non-pro t, environmental organization dedicated to
the protection and enjoyment of the world's ocean, waves and beaches for all people,
through a powerful activist network. The Surfrider Foundation San Diego County
Chapter has more than 2,300 members, many of whom enjoy Del Mar’s coastline.
Bluff stabilization of the Del Mar section of the LOSSAN corridor railroad tracks will
have signi cant impact on the city’s coastline and coastal access, and we submit the
following comments related to SANDAG’s proposed stabilization efforts.
Extreme bluff stabilization measures should be avoided to the extent possible
As we pointed out in our comments on Item 15 of today’s City Council agenda,
SANDAG’s proposed bluff stabilization measures will have an extreme impact on the
public’s beach. SANDAG has maintained that its Del Mar Bluffs Phase 5 and 6
proposals, which include the construction of a contiguous seawall from 15th street to
Sherrie Lane, have been designed to stabilize the bluffs for thirty years, until
approximately 2050. The timeline for track realignment however, has newly been
accelerated where an operable inland track could exist by 2040.
Given this accelerated timeline, Surfrider urges SANDAG not to erect beach
destroying seawalls that will outlast their useful need in protecting the track in its
current position. To this point, Surfrider strongly recommends that the City Council
work with SANDAG to ensure that hard armoring is only erected where necessary to
ensure safety of the track as long as it is operated.
We recommend that the City requests SANDAG to commit to reevaluating the Del
Mar Bluffs Phase 6 (DMB6) proposal in three years, based on updated information
about the alignment alternative selected and its completion timeline. DMB6 is not
scheduled to be initiated until 2026, so postponing DMB6 proposals until 2024 would
allow the agency time to reevaluate its hard armoring plans and update the
appropriate permit applications.
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fi

fi

Additionally, the lifetime of the seawalls should be tied to their bene ts to the track
in its current location. Every year that the seawalls exist, they will take up the public’s
beach space, block coastal access, and erode the public beach. Bluff toe stabilization
permitted and nanced for the purpose of ensuring track safety should not be
allowed to continue negatively impacting the public beach and bluffs beyond the
track’s operable lifetime. For this reason, we also urge the City Council to work with
SANDAG to ensure that bluff stabilization infrastructure is removed as soon as
possible and to earmark funding for seawall removal.

fi

fi

Signi cant bluff stabilization activities warrant signi cant mitigation efforts

fi

fi

DMB5 and DMB6 include the construction of a contiguous seawall, as well as
extensive trenching and regrading of the bluffs. The impacts to the coastline
through erosion and coastal access will be enormous. Mitigation should be equally
and inversely impactful. In making mitigation determinations, Surfrider strongly
urges the City to thoroughly review SANDAG’s erosion rate calculations. Surfrider has
seen how erosion rates can dramatically differ across permit applications related to
coastal development along Del Mar’s bluffs. In this case, a rst step in reviewing the
relied upon erosion rates would be to ensure that the same erosion rates SANDAG is
using to justify the need for bluff stabilization efforts in the rst place are also used as
a foundation for mitigation calculations.

Mitigation should be in the form of projects, with safe crossings incorporated

fi

fi

fi

Not all mitigation is created equal. In order to ensure that mitigation is tangible and
provides the most bene ts to Del Mar and to beachgoers, Surfrider recommends
that SANDAG include mitigation project proposals as part of its DMB5 federal
consistency application to the California Coastal Commission. Given the enormous
impact of this project to the public beach and coastal access, the City of Del Mar
should expect tangible and timely beach and public access bene ts as mitigation for
the stabilization activities. As the entire Southern part of the City’s bluffs undergoes
construction, The City should not merely accept fees with no real plans to direct that
mitigation funding to projects. SANDAG’s proposals should be project speci c, and
they should be reviewed as part of the Coastal Commission’s federal consistency
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determination on this project so that the public and the City of Del Mar have the
appropriate opportunity to participate in the project selection process.
Surfrider also understands that NCTD is proposing to erect a fence along the Del Mar
bluffs that will effectively blockade countless special coastal access spots in the City.
We echo calls from the community that NCTD should work with the City to establish
safe crossings, and request that this be considered as a form of mitigation for bluff
stabilization projects.
We recognize that SANDAG, the North County Transit District (NCTD), and City of Del
Mar are working on a Coastal Connection Study to evaluate project-based mitigation
options for coastal access disruptions to the City, and that this study is set to be
completed in 2022. Surfrider urges the City Council to question whether this study
timeline can be accelerated or whether the federal consistency determination can
be postponed in order to enable appropriate public review of tangible mitigation
options that will support coastal access.

Conclusion

fl

The City of Del Mar is facing tandem proposals to fence off the top portion of its bluff
and wall off the bottom. The City’s ability to affect and in uence these proposals will
shape coastal access for the current and next generation in Del Mar. We strongly
encourage the City Council to avoid beach destroying stabilization measures to the
extent possible, particularly by tying interim stabilization measures to the lifetime of
the tracks in their current location. Where this cannot be done, meaningful steps
towards real project-based mitigation must be pursued through the process of
permitting stabilization measures.
Sincerely,
Udo Wahn
Advisory Executive Committee Member
San Diego County Chapter, Surfrider Foundation
Kristin Brinner
Beach Preservation Committee co-lead
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San Diego County Chapter, Surfrider Foundation
Jim Jaffee
Beach Preservation Committee co-lead
San Diego County Chapter, Surfrider Foundation
Laura Walsh
Policy Coordinator
San Diego County Chapter, Surfrider Foundation
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City of Del Mar
Agenda Report
TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Kseniia Izgarskaia, Management Analyst

DATE:

July 26, 2021

SUBJECT:

Red Dot Item 12: Design Review Board Interviews and Appointment

On July 26, 2021, Terri Pavelko requested that her application to serve on the Design
Review Board be withdrawn (Attachment A), and that she no longer be considered for
appointment.
ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment A – Request to withdraw application from Terri Pavelko
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Attachment A
Kseniia Izgarskaia
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Terri Pavelko
Monday, July 26, 2021 1:21 PM
Kseniia Izgarskaia
RE: Instructions for Telephonic Design Review Board Interview

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Kseniia,
Unfortunately, I am unable to participate is the DRB interviews this evening.
Would you please take me off the list for tonight and I will reinitiate my application for the
next opportunity.
Much thanks,
Terri
Terri Pavelko
Del Mar, CA 92014
Hom
Cell:

From: Kseniia Izgarskaia <Kizgarskaia@delmar.ca.us>
Sent: Thursday, July 22, 2021 9:20 AM
Cc: Sarah Krietor <Skrietor@delmar.ca.us>
Subject: Instructions for Telephonic Design Review Board Interview
Dear Design Review Board applicant,
This email is to provide you with instructions on how to join the remote City Council meeting on Monday, July
26, 2021, for your Design Review Board interview. The City Council meeting starts at 4:30 p.m., and the DRB
interviews are scheduled following the consent calendar. Please note that the order of items may change.
Please respond to this email and provide the phone number that you will use to join the Council meeting.
Staff needs this information to properly identify each applicant during the interview process.

How to Join the Meeting
At the beginning of the meeting (4:30 pm) you must do the following:
1 ) Dial the conference phone number: +1 669 900 6833
Enter the Meeting ID: 850 1559 9249
2) Mute or turn off your TV or Livestream in advance
3) Dial *6 to unmute when prompted
4) Wait until your name is called to speak
5) Hang up immediately after your interview is completed
6) Important Info:
 Do not share the dial-in information with anyone.
 The Clerk will identity you by the phone number you provide
1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Jamison <srrichdm@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 25, 2021 9:12 PM
City Clerk Mail Box
Red Dot Item #13 DRB 19-028

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
July 25, 2021
TO: MAYOR GAASTERLAND, DEPUTY MAYOR WORDEN & COUNCILMEMBERS, CITY OF DEL MAR
(cityclerk@delmar.ca.us)
Re: JULY 26, 2021 COUNCIL AGENDA, ITEM #13; DRB 19-028; 465 Hidden Pines Lane
Dear Mayor and Councilmembers:
At a recent meeting, Planning staff and the Design Review Board discussed the process for review and stakeholder
feedback on the Design Guidelines. This discussion was focused mostly on DRB members wanting to improve the clarity
of the Guidelines and, inevitably, applicants/representatives wanting some of the quantitative standards relaxed, especially
those that affect the bottom line—e.g., hardscape, outdoor covered FAR exempt area, height of retaining walls, increased
articulation to accommodate 360-degree architecture. What was not discussed at this special session was the
implementation of the Design Guidelines and the consistency with which they are referenced and applied by
decisionmakers. Subsequent to the council approval of the Design Guidelines in November 2017, the Ad-Hoc committee
which worked on the Guidelines presented a Final Report to the Council with additional
recommendations. Unfortunately, none of these June 2018 recommendations have been implemented to date, which we
believe could play a role in recent DRB decisions that get kicked up to the City Council.
We believe that some of these recommendations—especially those that pertain to evaluating bulk and mass—could be
very useful tools in the DRB’s arsenal. Recommendations include specialized training for DRB members to enhance their
knowledge and their ability to effectively evaluate a project’s bulk and mass. The lack of codified bulk and volume
regulations in Del Mar places more responsibility on the DRB for resolving neighborhood compatibility issues. We
recommended Santa Barbara’s Residential Design Guidelines as a good frame of reference for developing training
materials that bring clarity to the topics of bulk, mass, volume, proportion, and scale. We also recommended that
supplemental bulk and mass guidelines be included in a handout for applicants and design professionals.
In analyzing the DRB 19-028 project and many others that come before the DRB, it would be extremely helpful to have
these types of resources available for decisionmakers and applicants so that bulk and mass issues are decided at the DRB
level and not elevated to the Council for their consideration and action. The latter should be a rare occurrence, not
something that happens at regular intervals.
Regarding the project that is now before you, the location adjacent to habitat preserves on two sides and a public trail
certainly should have warranted a mention in the staff report and should be a key factor in the evaluation of the project’s
bulk, massing, decking and light trespass per the DRO. Maximum height flat-roofed structures are inherently bulky;
when they are placed on a steep hillside and two levels of retaining walls are stacked under them, they assume an
excessive “apparent height” that is inconsistent with the Guidelines and a potential regulatory conclusion of the
DRO. Coastal cities such as Malibu, for example, do not allow flat-roofed structures to approach the maximum height of
1
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gabled roof structures. As to project grading, does the curb appeal of a garage far removed (40 feet) from the terminus of
a lightly traveled street like Hidden Pines Lane trump excessive landform modification? Perhaps the applicant could
reduce the unreasonable grading impacts by revisiting a detached garage scheme similar to what was shown to the
Planning Commission at the variance hearing, although that would result in the reduction in the size of the second-floor
deck. In addition, variances to reduce setbacks should not be granted for vague promises to reduce grading impacts. It’s
clear that the applicant’s representatives and the staff were not seeing eye-to-eye as to the purpose of the variance. A
policy direction with greater clarity for these types of variances would be helpful.
Thank you for the opportunity to weigh in on this project and to remind you that a series of resources relative to the
application of the Design Guidelines have not yet been implemented. This particular project and the fact that it is now
before the Council exemplifies the need for these additional tools to assist applicants and DRB members.
Sincerely,
Members of the City of Del Mar Ad Hoc Development Review Process Citizen Advisory Committee, 2015-2018
Harold Feder, Chair
Richard Jamison, Vice-Chair
Anne Farrell, Secretary
Patricia Bone
John Graybill
Art Olson
http://www.delmar.ca.us/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_06182018-1798

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wayne Brechtel <dwb@wordenwilliams.com>
Friday, July 23, 2021 2:01 PM
City Clerk Mail Box
Carl Reinholtzcfreinholz; heidi@digitaldesignlinks.com
Red Dot Communications for City Council Hearing
Red Dot Communications for July 26, 2021 City Council Hearing, Agenda Item 14.PDF

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear City Clerk,
Attached are red dot communications for Monday’s City Council Hearing, Agenda Item 14.
Please let me know if you have any trouble opening the attachments.
All the best,

D. Wayne Brechtel, Attorney at Law
WORDEN WILLIAMS, LLP
462 Stevens Avenue, Suite 100
Solana Beach, CA 92075
phone: 858-755-6604
fax: 858-755-5198
e-mail: dwb@wordenwilliams.com
web site: www.wordenwilliams.com
************************************
Please Note: The information in this E-mail message is legally privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual(s) named
above. If you, the reader of this message, are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you should not further disseminate, distribute, copy, or
forward this E-mail message. If you have received this E-mail in error, please notify the sender and delete the E mail from your records. Thank you.
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May 8,之021

TO: Del Mar PIanning Commission,
RE: 1125 Camino DeI Mar, 10 FT. landscape setback
Dear Planning Commission,
l have been a tenant of l12与Camino DeI Marfor over 25 years + and l feeI the lO

Iandscape

Setback shouid be interpreted and rewiewed based on site spec綱c Ioc摘OnS.

For example. our Cfty HaII deveiopment, a PubIic use space, has a lO

Iandscape setback next to

a residential zone. PubIic vs. Private use is the key he「e. At City Hall, the landscape setback can

be enjoyed by the public, a11 of DeI Ma「. In compari§On, ReinhoIz

10, landscape setback is only

VisibIe from a Private parking Iot by生唾壁tenants that work at that buiIding. The Iandscape
setback that is being discussed tonight is not visibie bv the Pu輔c.

Why should the ReinhoIz setback be heId to such a tight interpretation? The landscape features
SuCh as tre冊S

, decorative poIes, etC. are taStefully integrated into a Iandscape setback which I

feel meets the pu「pose of the ordinance. That pu「pose is relieffrom noise, l晦ht, Vehicula「

activrty, trash odors, as WelI as inhibiting active use.

坐of the private tenants of l125 Camino Del Mar enjoy the experience of seeing the mix of

Iandscape and the omamental eIements.
Because itis not viewed bv the Public. oniv Private tenants, there shouId be some reIief tonight
from the strict interp「etation of the Iandscape setback.

A

R

C

H

I

T

E

C

" T乱E (858) 755‑559l ・ FAX (858) 755‑9171 " CELし(858) 245‑6892 " Wねmme「竜d胴的n軸com

獲物肌拙く露照れ富で事轡 軸鵬腑を慮り関れ
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July 20, 202重

City Council Members
Regarding CE20‑048
In my opinion Junie

s appeal ofthe Planning Comission

s decision is petty and selfserving, Of

her interests; the appeal has little to with preserving血e environment or addressing the issue

Her intent was the destruction the ofthe Japanese Garden by utilizing the city code enforcement
to her advantage.

In my opinion the destruction and removal of a whimsical Japanese Garden at the rear of l 125

CDM which was eIjoyed, Viewed and photographed by tenants, locals and visitors for years is
POintless, aCCOmPlished li調e except allowing Junie to destroy it;

It was not

attempt to violate the code for private gain or advantage, nOr WaS it a private park

enticing pe

le into a hazardous situation as claimed.

nity to again express my opinion in a public fom

Name Undetermined

DATE平年尋‑

掲州立{う薫上布、
ね圧AIr鉛?2c卑

￣‰ぐう(維/&壷へ心

的訪印

、十三利他・六
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July 20, 2021

City Council Members
Regarding CE20‑04 8
In my opinion Junie,s appeal is petty and selfserving, Ofher interests; it has皿Ie to with

preserving the environment or addressing the issue. Junie has destroyed the garden by utilizing
the city resources to her advantage

In my opinion the destruction and removal ofa whimsical Japanese Garden at the rear of l 125

CDM which was enjoyed, Viewed and photographed by locals and visitors for years is pointless,
accomplished little except allow Junie to destroy it; it was not a private park enticing people into
a hazardous situation.

Thank you for the opportunity to again express my opinion in a public fom

れん
了か読め竹山励励カ所

画・

国璽同国四国

圏園田
壬九釦捗捗通航鍍山

霊訟三輩蜜

圏園
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Monica M. Meredith
1956 Seaview Ave.

Del Mar, CA 92014
Maγ 09, 2021

To Whom lt May Concem:
I am w「iting on behaIf ofCarI F. Reinhotz' OWner Ofthe prope巾y at l125 Camino DeI Mar′ in

SuPPOれOfthe Iandscaping setback that has been completed in the bu惰e「 zone between his
COmmerCiaI property and the residentiaI prope巾y adjacent to the east・

lでs my beIief that Mr. Reinhotz has done a nice job of creating shrubbery and other foliage in
this area which not onIy acts as a bu簡er for the prope巾y above from Iight and noise, but aIso
serves to create an inte「esting and pleasant environment for the private tenants of his building

who park there. Pe「haps the eIements and pIants are appreciated bγ the 「esidence to the ea§t

as we=, SO in this spec胴c case, I

m not su「e ofthe impo鴫nce of adhe「ing to the inte「P「etation

that has been made by the Del Ma「 PIanning Staff.

The deco「ative Iandscaping eIements that a「e being labeIed as ′st「uctures

seem more iike

d6co「 eiements that are a design feature for the landscaping, and l would hope that the Cfty of
DeI Mar would interp「et them as such, and aIIow Mr. ReinhoIz and the tenants of l125 to enjoy

them rather than take them down.
1 can unde「stand why the Citγ has a landscape bu怖e「‑ it makes a Iot of sense. But in this
ParticuIa「 case, l am confused as how the a「ea, aS it is right now. is a probIem for anyone since

this is a private area without public tra綿c. The omamentaI features that a「e the「e now, in my

OPinion. compIiment the landscape.
I hope that you wiII re‑COnSider this pa巾CuIar case as l t「uIy beIieve that the waγ Mr. ReinhoIz
has Iandscaped his bu簡e「 zone best serves the purpose of the setback in that it addresse§
VehicuIar activity, iighting, P「ivaey and othe「 noise much better than if it were not as attended

to a§ it i§ nOW. I thank you foryou「time.

川クnica川eredi書方
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City Council Members
Regarding CE20‑048

In my opinion Junie,s appeal ofthe Planning Commission

s decision is I)etty and selfserving, Of

her interests; the appeal has little to with preserving the environment or addressing the issue

Her intent was the destruction the garden by utilizing the city code enforcement to her advantage

In my opinion the destruction and removal ofa whimsical Japanese Garden at the rear of l 125
CDM which was er恥yed, Viewed and photographed by tenants, 1ocals and visitors for years is
pointless, aCCOmPlished皿Ie except allowing Junie to destroy it;

It was not an attempt to violate the code for private gain or advantage, nOr WaS it a private park

enticing people into a hazardous situation as claimed.

Thank you for the opportunity to again express my opinion in a public fom

Susan Lipton

報国圃

ADD珊SS朝夕う
DATE
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」uIY 20, 2021

To whom it may concem,
Re:CE20‑048

Let me introduce myseIf. My name is Merry C' MacaIady and =ive at 1285与Camino DeI Canto′ DeI Mar′
CA. This lette「 is in response to the letter that l 「eceived from you about the iandscape garden on l125

Camino Del Mar. Mr. ReinhoIz and l have been friends and companionsfor 38years. He bu冊this

buiIding 50yearsago with a一一his heart and souI・ He is a retired architect and now man∂geS bu脚ngwith
Iove. Histenantsfor manyyears, Dean Meredith and PauI Hockw川te= you that is heart is notonIy his

building and surroundings but a‑so is Iove for his tenants. The surroundings of his building also makes his
tenants happy and the people who walk byand admire his Ioving care ofhis buiIding and su「roundings. i

feeI that there are othe「 things in Del Mar to take priority over his bu脚ng and sur「Oundings. Thank you

for Iistening to me.

God BIess,
Sincerelv Yours

Merry C. Macalady

12855 Camino DeI Canto, DeI Mar
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To Whom it may concem,
I am responding to case no cE20‑048′ the landscape garden at l125 Camino De‑ Mar. i have enjoyed

and appreciated the whimsicaIIyga「den iocated in the back ofthe commercial building, Dei Mar has a

Charm of its own that creates its own experiences unique from the standard cookie cutter down towns.
From the pIaza to Artist v川age DeI Mar shows its diversity. The 」apanese Iandscape garden is a hidden

gem that wouId be missed by tenants, IocaIs and visito「s.

Thank you

f雄克也4̲
OIz‑Voight

1125 Camino DeI MAR
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City Council Members
Regarding CE20‑04 8

In my opinion Junie

s appeal ofthe Plaming Commission,s decision is petty and selfserving, Of

her interests; the appeal has little to with preserving the environment or addressing the issue

Her intent was the destruction the of the Japanese Garden by utilizing the city code enforcement
to her advantage.

In my opinion the destruction and removal ofa whimsical Japanese Garden at the rear of l 125
CDM which was eI申vyed, Viewed and photographed by tenants, 1ocals and visitors for years is
pointless, aCCOmPlished皿Ie except allowing Junie to destroy it;

It was not an attempt to violate the code for private gain or advantage, nOr WaS it a private park

enticing people into a hazardous situation as claimed.

Thank you for the opportunity to again express my opinion in a public fom

国書固
DATE
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City Council Members
Regarding CE20‑048
h my opinion J皿ie,s appeal o皿e Planning Cormission

s decision is petty and selfserving, Of

her interests; the appeal has little to w皿preserving the envirorment or addressing血e issue

Her intent was the destruction the ofthe Japanese Garden by utilizing the city code enfor∞ment

to her advantage.

In my opinion the destruction and removal ofa whinsical Japanese Garden at the rear of l 125
CDM which was er寄oyed, Viewed and photographed by tenants, 1ocals and visitors for years is

POintless, aC∞mPlished皿1e except allowing J皿ie to destroy it;
It was not an attempt to violate血e code for private gain or advantage, nOr WaS it a private park
enticing p∞Ple into a hazardous situation as claimed.

Thank you for the opportunity to again express my opinion in a public form

N棚とし子五二。
¥S亡。 C.
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City Council Members
Regarding CE20‑048

In my opinion Junie's appeal ofthe Plaming Commission,s decision is petty and se距servin色, Of
her interests; the appeal has皿1e l:O With preserving the envjronment or addressing the issue

Her intent was the destruction the ofthe Japanese Garden by utilizing the city code enforcement
to her advantage.

In my opinion the destruction and removal ofa whimsical Japanese Garden at the rear of l 125

CDM which was eqjoyed, Viewed and photographed by tenants, locals and visitors for years is
POint宣ess, aCCOmPlished皿Ie except allowing Junie to destroy it;

It was not an attempt to violate the code for private gain or advantage, nOr WaS it a private park
enticing people into a hazardous situation as claimed.

Thank you for the opportunity to again express my opinion in a public fom
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to her advantage.
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City Council Members
Regarding CE20‑04 8

In my opinion Junie,s appeal is petty and selfserving, Ofher interests; it has皿。 t。 With

PreServing the environment or addressing the issue. Junie has destroyed the garden by utilizing

the cdy resources to her advantage

In my opinion the destruction and removal ofa whimsical Japanese Garden at the rear of l 125

CDM which was enjoyed, Viewed and photographed by locals and visitors for years is pointless,
accomplished皿Ie except allow Junie to destroy it; it was not a private park enticing people into

a hazardous situation.

Thank you for the oppo血nity to again express my opinion in a public fom
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Katherine White <kwhite@SHWx2.com>
Friday, July 23, 2021 4:50 PM
City Clerk Mail Box
July 26 meeting Agenda item XIII Council Other Business 15. SANDAG Rail alignment

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Council, if I understand the agenda item, you are soliciting questions for SANDAG to answer and some ideas for
groups for collaboration.
I live in Torrey Point Estates HOA and I would like to request there is communication with our HOA as a group. One
portal is under our homes (red line option) and we are a very invested group. You may contact the HOA through me
(current president) kwhitebuy@shwx2.com We are very interested in this project.
Questions: (sorry if some are redundant)
What is the exact entry point of the red line ? where does the south end of the tunnel start?
Where does the red line enter into the City of Del Mar(exact location)?
How does the red line entrance impact traffic on Carmel Valley Road?
At one point our community was assessed and our power was underground? How will this tunnel impact our utilities?
What will the vibration and noise impact be at different levels (our homes are built on a hill)?
What impact is there on our homeowners insurance given the tunneling? Our homes are built in 1985 or earlier. Who
will pay if there is structural damage? Who will cover home owner value reductions for location on top of the tunnel?
Why does SANDAG think burrowing into sand hillsides (which is what this area of Del Mar is) will be the best route?
If the project progresses and there are issues or homeowner damage, who will we contact, how do we make claims and
who will pay for our expenses if we need to live elsewhere during the project?
How much noise and vibration impact will there be during the construction? Will all ingress and egress for construction
come from the entrance to the south? Will we be living with construction for the duration of the project?
What is the impact to the lagoons (north and south ends of Del Mar)?
Sea level rise along the coast is evident. I attended the meeting on moving the parking lot at Torrey Pines State Beach
because it will be underwater in n number of years. What has the analysis been on tunneling in an area of sea level rise
and ground water (sea/brackish) rise? If the parking lot is under water, it seems the entrance to the red line option
might be under water.
1
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Tunneling under some of the most expensive homes in San Diego county versus building along the freeway means that
the number of lawsuits will be significantly higher. Has SANDAG figured legal costs in their analysis?
What will the pollution impact be? Air pollution, soil pollution, water pollution from the various options – both
operational and construction?
The trolley expansion to north county was overhead when it got to built up areas? And those areas were not fragile
cliff areas? Why is tunneling considered favorable?
What is the soil composition of the various route and how has the water table changed on the various routes over the
past n years, and how is it expected to change over the next 20 years?
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Udo Wahn <caboandcoral@gmail.com>
Monday, July 26, 2021 9:20 AM
City Clerk Mail Box
Red Dot Item 15 7-26-21

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

July 26, 2021
Dear City of Del Mar Council Members;
I have been a resident of Del Mar for 38 years.
While it is clear that public safety is a concern for beachgoers and those on trains passing through Del
Mar along the crumbling bluffs, I feel very strongly that SANDAG is proposing unreasonable projects
on and along the base of the bluffs.
The tidal zone is a critical, sensitive ecosystem that must be left unmolested except for a few vulnerable
spots. The notion that armoring the base of the bluffs from Powerhouse Park to within Torrey Pines
State Reserve is sheer madness and an assault on the environment. It must be ensured that armoring
must be temporary and limited in scope, as we know from scientific studies that armoring results in the
long term loss of beaches.
Given that the expected accelerated timeline of track location has been moved up it makes no sense to
undertake extensive armoring of the shoreline. Critical areas of vulnerability should be protected but
clearly not the whole shoreline. Please do not allow beach destroying seawalls that will outlast useful
needs in protecting the track in its current location.
I urge SANDAG to proceed with relocation of the train tracks via a tunnel ASAP as there are critical
interests involved namely, Federal, State, Local and Military interests.The current Federal
administration is moving toward a large infrastructure budget. Let's do this project among the many
projects that are being considered.
Thank you,
Udo Wahn M.D.
Stratford Court
Del Mar, CA
Aloha!
Udo Wahn M.D.
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July 26, 2021
Delivered via email
To: Del Mar City Council
Re: Item 15 - City Council Discussion Regarding SANDAG’s San Diego Regional
Rail Alignment Study
To the members of the Del Mar City Council —

fi

fi

The Surfrider Foundation is a non-pro t, environmental organization dedicated to
the protection and enjoyment of the world's ocean, waves and beaches for all people,
through a powerful activist network. The Surfrider Foundation San Diego County
Chapter has more than 2,300 members, many of whom enjoy Del Mar’s coastline.
Realignment of the Del Mar section of the LOSSAN corridor railroad tracks and
interim bluff stabilization measures will have signi cant impact on the city’s
coastline and coastal access. We submit the following comments and questions
related to the San Diego Association of Government’s (SANDAG’s) Conceptual
Engineering and Feasibility Analysis for the City Council’s consideration.
Question 1: Are the full extent of the extreme measures proposed in Del Mar
Bluffs Phase 5 (DMB5) and Del Mar Bluffs Phase 6 (DMB6) stabilization efforts
necessary, given the expected accelerated timeline of track relocation?
In previous City Council meetings, SANDAG has proposed extensive stabilization
measures from the bluffs at 15th Street to the Southern end of the City (See also Del
Mar Buff Stabilization Update: Item 2 Attachment A in this meeting’s staff report.)
Even before mitigation for this work is considered, the extensive armoring and
grading of Del Mar’s bluffs should be scrutinized and avoided where possible, given
the severe impacts that such activity will have to the public beach through the
occupation of beach footprint and accelerated erosion of the beach.
SANDAG has maintained that its DMB5 and DMB6 proposals, which include the
construction of a contiguous seawall from 15th street to Sherrie Lane, have been
designed to stabilize the bluffs for thirty years. The timeline for track realignment
however, has newly been accelerated; with the recently reappointed Director of
SANDAG having publicly stated numerous times a belief that the agency could be
breaking ground on an alternative alignment within ten years, with a functioning
alternative operating by approximately 2040. Given this accelerated timeline,
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fi

fl

Surfrider urges SANDAG not to erect beach destroying seawalls that will outlast their
useful need in protecting the track in its current position. To this point, Surfrider
strongly recommends that the City Council ask SANDAG to provide exibility in
adjusting its DMB6 proposals to be modi ed in three years, based on the alternative
alignment selected and relevant timeline for operation. DMB6 is not scheduled to be
initiated until 2026, so postponing DMB6 proposals until 2024 would give the
necessary time to both apply for DMB6 permits and reveal updated alignment plans.

Question 3: How will the completion of the new track alternative be tied to the
lifetime of bluff stabilization measures?

fi

fi

The lifetime of the seawalls should be tied to their bene ts to the track in its current
location. Every year that the seawalls exist, they will take up the public’s beach space,
block coastal access, and erode the public beach. Bluff toe stabilization permitted
and nanced for the purpose of ensuring track safety should not be allowed to
continue negatively impacting the public beach and bluffs beyond the track’s
operable lifetime. For this reason, we urge the City Council to work with SANDAG to
ensure that bluff stabilization infrastructure is removed as soon as possible and to
earmark funding for seawall removal.

Question 2: What will the overall impact of realignment be to the San Dieguito
Lagoon, and what will be the consequential mitigation?

fi

Surfrider understands that SANDAG will be analyzing two alignment alternatives
in-depth through an Environmental Impact Statement process. The San Dieguito
Lagoon is a rich state marine conservation area, which provides critical nesting
habitat for sensitive bird species and a tremendous diversity of plant and animal
species. While SANDAG has pledged mitigation for damages to the lagoon, intact
ecosystems are high value systems due to their extensive bene ts for overall habitat
health and resilience. We encourage the City of Del Mar to work with SANDAG to
understand the total impact of the alignment project to the lagoon, particularly
through the lens of the Governor of California’s 30x30 executive order, which seeks to
conserve 30% of the state’s lands and waters by 2030. This legislation is premised on
conserving existing ecosystems that have high carbon carrying capacity — with
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lagoons and wetland ecosystems known to be some of nature’s best carbon
sequesterers.

Conclusion
We remind the City Council that relocation of the tracks is a primary example of the
need to relocate infrastructure in order to respond to known sea level rise risks in Del
Mar. Though the proposals surrounding bluff stabilization and realignment that the
City is facing today are treated with the severity of emergency measures, the
corridor’s severe vulnerabilities related to sea level rise and erosion have been known
for decades. As recently as 2018, SANDAG continued to propose alternatives for
stabilizing the LOSSAN corridor by tunneling in place on the edge of eroding bluffs
— this kind of thinking is a form of climate denial that will lead the City time and
again into destructive emergency responses to climate trends like sea level rise.

fi

We encourage the City Council to acknowledge this upfront in the conversation
around both stabilization and realignment. The City’s Local Coastal Program; the
primary planning document regarding sea level rise planning, remains unable to
advance due to the City’s recent withdrawal of the document from Coastal
Commission Review. Meanwhile, the City acknowledges that the imperative for
moving the tracks from their current location hinges on the lack of safety caused by
bluffs that will experience accelerated erosion as sea levels rise. This is paradoxical —
the City should own the need for relocation from sea level rise in all aspects of
decision-making so that the coastal preservation and access progress made in this
conversation may be allowed to bene t the City in a broader way.

Sincerely,
Udo Wahn
Advisory Executive Committee Member
San Diego County Chapter, Surfrider Foundation
Kristin Brinner
Beach Preservation Committee co-lead
San Diego County Chapter, Surfrider Foundation
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Jim Jaffee
Beach Preservation Committee co-lead
San Diego County Chapter, Surfrider Foundation
Laura Walsh
Policy Coordinator
San Diego County Chapter, Surfrider Foundation
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

mikehalpern@yahoo.com
Monday, July 26, 2021 12:16 PM
Clement Brown
City Clerk Mail Box
SANDAG Tunnel Questions

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thank you for putting together a list of questions for SANDAG regarding their tunnel plans and asking for community
input in compiling these questions. The examples you provide are a great start. Here are a few additional questions it
may be helpful to add to the list:
1) Why does the Evaluation Criteria assign a 9% weighting to Environmental Consequences? Given that a primary
driver for upgrading the region’s rail infrastructure is to improve the environment by switching vehicle traffic to
rail traffic, it is illogical to weight the Environmental Consequences of the rail realignment fifth in priority. Why
does Environmental Consequences not receive the top weighting?
2) The Travel Times show a hoped-for 90-second (approximately 5%) improvement in travel times between Solana
Beach and Old Town if the I-5 Realignment is not used. This small actual difference in estimated travel time
results in a score 5 times higher being applied to routes away from I-5 when compared to the alternatives that
drive trains directly through existing communities. This impact is then further magnified by awarding this
dramatic rating difference for Travel Time a weighting in the Evaluation Criteria that is higher than any
consideration other than Safety Improvements. How was it determined that such a slight difference in speed
should be assigned a 1 vs 5 rating? Seems like 2 vs 3 would be more appropriate. And how was it determined
that Travel Time should be weighted so highly in the Evaluation Criteria—especially when compared to the low
rating for Environmental Consequences?
3) For the Camino Del Mar option, does the Total Cost analysis incorporate the reasonably assumed highest cost
(including the impact of expected significant delays) in attempting to obtain an approved EIR for the alternative
deemed by SANDAG staff to have the most negative environmental impact?
4) Based on existing high-speed train tunnels in hillsides, what is the anticipated sound level (in dB) when trains
enter and exit?
5) High-speed train tracks will presumably require fenced exclusion zones. What is the planned total width of the
tracks and exclusion zone in the area closest to the tunnel entrance? What height and type of fencing will be
employed in the lagoon in order to prevent pedestrians or animals from entering the track area?
6) What is the type and height of fencing planned for above and around the tunnel entrance area?
7) What is the planned location for ventilation equipment and shafts? What is the rated maximum sound level (in
dB) for the ventilation equipment at ventilation shaft and tunnel openings?
8) Will eminent domain be used to acquire property at the tunnel entrances/exits? Given the dramatic impact of
high-speed trains entering/exiting residential neighborhoods 24 hours/day, in what radius around the tunnel
entrance/exits will homes be acquired?
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you wish to discuss any of these suggestions.
Thank you again for your work on this matter which will permanently impact our community.
1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Camilla Rang <camillarang@yahoo.com>
Monday, July 26, 2021 1:27 AM
City Clerk Mail Box
To City Council Meeting 07.26.2021, to be read at NOT ON THE AGENDA

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear City Council and Sandag,
Please help us relocate the train tracks for good, both for public safety and the fragile bluff
and what is left of its natural environment.
Until the train is moved, please help us fight the fencing and drilling into our constantly
eroding bluff. Once the train is moved, we don´t want to be left with cement pillars instead
of our beautiful bluff. Until the train is moved, please do not let NCTD increase train traffic.
It is INSANE to increase the traffic on our fragile bluff. In fact, it should be decreased and
slowed down until the tracks are moved.
Whatever happens, please do NOT let them install fencing without at least three safe
crossings, one by 11th street, one by 8th, and one at the south end of the bluff down to
Torrey Pines beach. These are the crossings that most surfers and beach goers use. If we
get those crossings and a serious plan to relocate the tracks, we can support the "five big
moves" aka Regional Transit Plan.
The visiting surfers and beach goers have no idea about this fence coup by NCTD. We are
only 4,000 people in Del Mar and we need help to fight this insanity by NCTD, for the sake
of not only us who live here, but for the tens of thousands of people who come visit our
beautiful area every year and for all the surfers that come every day to enjoy the waters
outside Del Mar.
Sincerely,
Camilla Rang
159 10th Street, Del Mar, CA 92012
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

johnkstahl <johnkstahl@aol.com>
Monday, July 26, 2021 5:49 AM
City Clerk Mail Box
7/26 City Council Meeting Not on the Agenda

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear SANDAG and City Council,
Del Mar is 1 of the most, if not the most scenic stretch of tracks in the Northern Hemisphere.
I am watching this wonderful place to visit and live being turned into an industrial zone.
Until the tracks can be relocated, please consider the following.
1. Slow the trains down on this 1.4 mile stretch. Slower trains mean less vibration into the bluff and more safety margin
for people. Doing this will extend the trip by less than 2 minutes. Enjoy the view, play “Surfing USA” or take pictures.
2. Unnecessary fencing will not improve safety, will not improve property values, will not improve tourism. Unnecessary
fencing destroys scenic views and is visual clutter. Increasing train horn blasting is noise pollution.
3. Focus your increased safety measures at the Coast Boulevard crossing and that immediate vicinity. Provide safer
crossings at 11th Street and another location or two.
Slow the trains, accelerate relocation and please do not destroy the history and culture of Del Mar.
Sincerely
John K Stahl
102 Spinnaker Court
Del Mar
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Hindman <jhindman2015@gmail.com>
Monday, July 26, 2021 9:12 AM
City Clerk Mail Box
To City Council Meeting 07.26.2021, to be read at NOT ON THE AGENDA

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
It is painfully obvious that our bluffs are eroding in Del Mar and that the primary contributor to that are the train tracks
that are located on top of them. There should be no higher priority with anyone than to move the trains off the bluffs in
order to save lives and save the natural beauty that Del Mar offers for all San Diego residents and visitors. It is
imperative that you act immediately! A burdensome fencing project or oversized stabilization project will further
exacerbate the problem by not addressing the true issue and kicking the can down the road. What a shame it would be
for the Executive Director of SANDAG to delay the removal of the tracks and pass on an opportunity to save lives and
retain San Diego’s natural coastal beauty for generations to come. The last thing to do would be to increase Coaster
frequencies and Coaster/Metrolink additional trains until either SENSIBLE bluff reinforcement and/or relocation
happens. I again ask you to stop burdensome fencing and oversized bluff stabilization and focus on train removal for the
safety of your riders and the benefit of all San Diego residents and visitors who enjoy the beautiful Del Mar coast.
DON’T PROCRASTINATE, RELOCATE!!!!!!
Thank you for your consideration,
Jim Hindman
Del Mar Resident
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Subject:

FW: Public Comments 7/26

From: Weiss, Shirli Shirli.Weiss@us.dlapiper.com
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 11:50 AM
To: cityclerk@delmar.ca.us
Subject: Bluff Fencing

Kindly provide the link to instructions for oral public comments and submit my written comments below
for today’s meeting.
Dear SANDAG and City Council:
I agree with my neighbor John Stahl’s observations that NCTD’s current plans for extensive fencing of Del
Mar’s Bluff will turn Del Mar’s extraordinarily beautiful and environmentally rich scenic view into an
industrial zone. All this to dramatically increase the speed and rolling stock of a railway line that should be
moved off an admittedly fragile bluff as soon as possible.


The evolved fencing plan is still too extensive. Accidents have occurred close to Coast Blvd. crossing,
fencing is only needed there. The fact that NCTD got funding for fencing does not mean it should spend
all of it for fencing that is a blight on the coast line. Part of it should be used to accelerate movement of
the rail off the Bluffs. NCTD’s grant is subject to its compliance with California’s scenic view laws.



Fencing will exacerbate the risk of bluff failure and erosion. The bluff already has a history of frequent
bluff failure and erosion, an early bluff failure even landed the train over the bluff and erosion continues.
NCTD’s hired consultant Leighton Consulting, admits that “there is [already]a relatively high risk to the
general public and to safety of the beach users along the toe of the bluffs, and that failures overtime [sic]
are a natural process for bluff retreat” and that “……”any proposed fencing located west of the Shear
Pin stabilization may eventually be impacted by the natural process of bluff retreat.” Leighton warns
that fence or gate posts west of the tracks need to be further evaluated for conflicts with existing
structures. But Leighton understates the risks of drilling and placement of fencing structure and
myopically ignores the context of NCTD’s plans. It purports only to evaluate a current condition. But
NCTD intends to dramatically increase speed and frequency of rolling stock. The exacerbated strain of
this increased vibration combined with drilling and infrastructure of fencing, combined with erosion that
is admittedly occurring, will surely increase risk and danger on the bluffs and under them. NCTD with
then blame further failures on “natural bluff erosion” rather than its fencing. Rather, the amount of
fencing exacerbates risk and plans for fencing should be reduced dramatically.



I agree with Laura DeMarco’s public comments that: “NCTD’s cursory 2-page geological report does
not pass the sniff test.” I agree that it does not address the vibration, force, and weight created by the
installation of the heavy chain link fence currently proposed. Nor has there been an evaluation of the
impact of flooding or wild fires on the NCTD’s plans to fence the Bluff.



The 4ft Upper Bluff fence is not within the purview of NCTD. Any fencing on the pristine Upper Bluff
should be solely the decision of Del Mar, made in consultation with its residents, not the NCTD. The
NCTD’s deeded Right of Way is strictly limited to the “maintenance and operation” of the railway.
Walking on the Upper Bluff does not impact the “maintenance and operation” of the railway, therefore
1
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NCTD has no right to dictate fencing on the Upper Bluff at all and SANDAG should not permit this
intrusion onto Del Mar’s authority.


NCTD maintains that it is the City’s responsibility to provide for a work-around to its blockage of
access to the beach. Residents disagree. Residents and visitors have accessed the beach for well over
100 years along the area that NCTD now wants to fence. It is NCTD’s responsibility to pay for access to
the beach that it proposed to block, to serve the financial interests of the railroads. I agree with Camilla
Rang and urge that SANDAG NOT let NCTD install fencing without at least three safe crossings, one
by 11th street, one by 8th, and one at the south end of the bluff down to Torrey Pines beach.
Respectfully submitted,
Shirli Weiss
551 Stratford Court
Del Mar, CA. 92014
858.449.4850

The information contained in this email may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It has been sent for the sole use of the intended
recipient(s). If the reader of this message is not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication, or any of its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please reply to the sender and destroy all copies of the message. To contact us directly, send to
postmaster@dlapiper.com. Thank you.
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CITY COUNCIL AGENDA QUESTIONS
JULY 26, 2021
Item 4 – List of Demands
A. What is the $122k "excess Workers Comp" item in the demands? Is this to
pay claims? Insurance Premiums?
Response: The $122K is the annual insurance premium for Excess Workers
Comp Insurance.
B. The demands show $673k for loan payment on city hall. Did our payments
go down? My memory (may not be trustworthy!) is our annual debt service
is about $900k?
Response: The City Hall debt is paid in two installments. One is due by August
1st and the second due by February 1 st. The first installment of $673k is for
principal and interest. The second payment of $232k will be interest only. The
total annual payment is $905k.
Item 7 – Authorization to Accept a Portion of Real Property – 2004 Ocean Front
A. Why does the 20th street fee dedication grant deed have limitations as to
use? The deed says: "...dedication in fee for right-of-way for public street
and incidents and appurtenances thereto,..." A fee conveys all rights, no?
Would this language restrict the city to using this property only for public
streets and incidentals? If so, why? There are a number of other uses that
the city might wish to make of this property in the future. Why not just a
straight fee dedication?
Response: The circa-1910 subdivision map for the subject property dedicates the
land to be transferred as exclusively for right-of-way and incidental/related
purposes, and hence the specific language. To allow a wider (or open) use of the
land would require amendment of the map.
B. What is the plan for this area? Will the vegetation be maintained? Removed?
Response: The land area proposed to be transferred (dedicated) to City
ownership has already been cleared of existing landscaping, structures and other
private improvements, and is presently being partially utilized (via approved an
Encroachment Permit) for staging and storage of equipment associated with
construction of the dwelling currently underway at adjacent 2004 Ocean Front.
Future use of the area (once dedicated) would ultimately be limited (per the area’s
original subdivision map) to rights-of-way or related/incidental purposes.
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Item 11 – Third Amendment to Contract with Adam Kaye
Can the $5k included in Adam Kaye's budget for solid waste promotion be funded
by either 939 funds or Del Mar's RSWA funds?
Response: Yes, the $5,000 for communications related to the City’s solid waste and
recycling programs is included in the City’s AB 939 Special Revenue budget which is
funded by Waste Management per the City’s Franchise Agreement.
Item 13 – Consideration of Development Permits for 465 Hidden Pines Lane
A. The table on page 30 indicates that a 25-foot rear yard setback is required
but only 5 feet is proposed, yet this is not identified as a conflict. Is this
reduced setback approved by the referenced 2019 variance?
Response: Variance V19-001 (granted by the Planning Commission in August
2019) indeed reduced the rear-yard setback for the property from 25 feet to five
feet. The subject project complies with all setbacks, height limit and the like.
B. Does the Council have the option to send the matter back to the DRB?
Response: Yes, remanding the item back to the DRB for consideration is one of
three potential actions that could be taken by the City Council. The other actions
to be considered include the Council making a decision on the project (conditional
approval or denial with findings), or the Council could provide design feedback to
the Applicant and continue the project to a future City Council hearing date.
C. The PC minutes indicate McGreal voted Aye on the landscape structures,
but the Resolution indicates recused. Which is correct?
Response: Commissioner McGreal recused from participating in this Planning
Commission item and did not vote. The vote reflected in the Planning Commission
minutes is an error and will be corrected prior to adoption by the Planning
Commission.
D. Looking at the Hidden Pines project DRB report from April, the outdoor living
elements are all deemed exempted from FAR. Two have covered space.
DMMC says they must be 60% open to be exempt. But staff calculation is
that they are 51% open. With these numbers, shouldn’t these two outdoor
spaces be included in FAR and not exempted?
Response: Municipal Code Section 30.72.020 (C)(1 and 2) provides for two options to
design a structure or architectural element as “exempt” from calculations toward
maximum floor area ratio (FAR):
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(Design the element/structure as) 60 percent upwardly open (or “open to the sky”),
or;
Forty-five (45) percent openness around the perimeter, as is the case with the patio
and entryway listed below and in the staff report.

That said however, note that these “outdoor elements” were subsequently revised to be
reduced in size prior to the item’s second hearing before the Board in June. As currently
proposed, these elements would be sized as follows below.
Outdoor Elements

April 2021 DRB Hearing

June DRB Hearing/Current
Proposal

(Front Door) Entryway (Exempt from FAR)

79 square feet

79 square feet

Pool Patio (first story): (Exempt from FAR)

562 square feet

509 square feet

Upper Deck (second story):

882 square feet

775 square feet

Pool Patio “Lower” (at-grade):

212 square feet

212 square feet

Patio (northeast corner of property):

192 square feet

192 square feet

Total (Gross):
Total square footage exempted from
FAR:

1,927 square feet

1,767 square feet
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